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Hyperelliptic Integrals and Multiple Hypergeometric Series

By Jean-Francis Loiseau, Jean-Pierre Codaccioni, and Régis Caboz

Abstract. We consider the complete hyperelliptic integral

/•/3(a)

J(a
.     rw    dx
(a) =  / ,

Ja(a)     \fa-Pn{x)

where a > 0 and
n

Pn(x) = y^AfcXfc,

fc=2

with A2 > 0, [ot,ß\ being the connected component of {x|Pn(i) < a] containing the

origin.

Using a recent result concerning the Taylor expansion of the 6-Dirac function, we

write J(a) as a power series of a parameter involving a and the Ajt's.

We prove this series to be a sum of multiple hypergeometric series which reduces to

a single term when the number of odd monomial terms in Pn is less than or equal to

one.

The region of convergence is then studied and a few particular cases are detailed.

1. Introduction. Of fundamental importance in mechanics is the integral

dx

l0 y/2{E - U(x))
(1) *=/ Jq

which represents for a one-dimensional conservative mechanical system the time

necessary to go from the initial point <?o to the current point on the g-axis, U(x)

being the potential and E the total energy.

Of particular interest is the case where f/(0) = 0 and dU(0)/dx = 0, i.e.,

U(x) = \ojqX2 + Ui(x), which exhibits a harmonic (quadratic) term together with

an anharmonic (superquadratic) part Ui(x). This anharmonic potential may be

modeled by a polynomial.

The "complete" integral

T(E) = 2 Í
J Qt,

dx

y/2(E-U(x))

represents the period of the oscillations when the movement is bounded, <7mjn and

<?max being functions of the energy E.

In this paper we shall be dealing with the complete integral

f0(a) dx
(2) J(a) = / dXp(V

Ja(a)    \/a-Pn(x)
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FIGURE 1

A typical case for Pn(x).

(Separatrices are indicated by dotted lines)

where a > 0. Pn(x) is a polynomial of degree n, Pn(x) — Y^k=2 ̂ kXk with X2 > 0,

and [a,ß] the connected component of {x\Pn(x) < a} containing the origin.

According to Carlson's definition [3], this integral is hyperelliptic as soon as

n > 4. A few cases may be reduced by a suitable change of variable to complete

elliptic integrals [10], [12].

To show the link with multiple hypergeometric series, we shall use a property of

the Dirac-distribution on a smooth manifold, recently proved [1] and already used

in the simple case Pn(x) = X2x2 + Xnxn [12].

Note that in this particular case, for n = 3, 4 or 6, J(a) can be directly integrated,

even in the incomplete case (for a systematic review and a few references, see [12]).

For the general case Pn(x), the incomplete case must be treated in a different way,

which will be examined in a forthcoming paper. The present study is therefore

devoted to the complete integral.

2. Computation of J(a). Setting y2(x,a) = a - Pn{x), the integral takes the

form

fPW     dx
(3) J(a) = /

Ja(a) y(x,a)

In the neighborhood of the origin, Pn(x) stays close to X2x2, and since A2 > 0,

there exists an interval containing the origin where Pn(x) > 0.

A typical case is depicted in Figure 1 where, for the chosen value a, the curve

y2 = a - Pn(x) has two bounded connected components and one unbounded.
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We only deal with the [a(a),ß(a)\ interval of integration, but the following

method could be used for [a'(a),ß'(a)\, provided we perform a translation of axis,

setting the local minimum of Pn(x) as the new origin.

Since dy/da = l/2y(x,a), J(a) may be written as

rßW
J(a) = 2 I

Ja(a)

dy

da
dx,

and since y(a,a) — y(ß,a) = 0, differentiation and integration commute, so that

¿    rß(a) d    rß(") r+V(x,a)

J(a) = 2— /        y(x, a)dx = — I        dx dy.
«a Ja(a) "a Ja{a) J-y(x,a)

If we denote by Da the compact connected component containing the origin of

the domain, defined by z(x,y) = y2 + Pn(x) < a, we can write

J(a) = — 11     dxdy.*
da J Joa

Using the two-dimensional Heaviside characteristic function of the manifold

1    if z < a,

0    if z > a,

the distribution 6(z - a) and its successive derivatives are defined by [8]

9(z-a) =

6(z - a) = —9(z - a),
da

¿(fc)(z_a) = (_l)fc^L^_a),    fc = 1,2,....

We may then write

(4) J(a) —       ^(2 _ c,)dx dy

(integration being performed on the whole (x,y) space). Setting now z(x, y) =

zo(x,y) + Zi(x), with

' z0(x,y) =y2 + X2x2,

(5) \zi(x) = J2xkxk,
fc=3

a result by Caboz, Codaccioni and Constantinescu [1] shows that for every value

of a for which there exists a compact subset of R2 containing the {zo(x,y) = a}

manifold and a compact component of the {z(x,y) = a} manifold with no critical

point (gradz ^ 0 ), we can write

oo

(6) 6(z-a) = ^2-zk6^(zo-a).
k=0

(Here, the condition grad z ^ 0 excludes any separatrix.)

* Note that from a mechanical point of view, and aside from a scale factor, the double integral is

nothing but the so-called action-integral taken over one cycle of the oscillation in time in the theory

of action-angle variables (see, e.g., H. Goldstein, Classical Mechanics, Addison-Wesley, 1980).
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The change of coordinates

{[zö
x = *   — cos lu,

y = y/zo~sm<p

with Jacobian l/2y/X~2, applied in (6), yields

3/2

'M-£è//K2)'cos^ ip H-h An ( — ]      cos'" tp
zo

n/2
1 fc

cffcW .dz0d<p
x6   ^-a)vÂT'

and using the generalized binomial formula [13], we get

,<W2

2^

1 °° \k3 \k

fc=0 /C3,...,*:„
p„=fe

*3!■■■*«! y v*
<S(fe)(20 -a)dzo

r2ir

x /     cosa" ip dip,

where

(8)
( Pn =

\ o-n =

Pn = kz + ki-\-\-kn,

3fc3 + 4fc4 -I-\-nkn.

We shall use in the following also

(9) rn = an - 2Pn = k3 + 2fc4 + ■ • ■ + (n - 2)kn,

which has the same parity as an. From the classical results [10]

2n (  0 if °~n is odd,

(10) /     cotf" <pd<p = \  20Fr(crn/2 + 1/2)
Jo —-7-77TT,-—     lf °n 16

K/2)!
is even

(r being the Gamma function) and

<r„/2

(n, /(g^V^^^Ä^,
we deduce

J(a)~   i^T   T   (   ir^'-A*TK/24-l/2)^
^'"VAaé-,2-1     J     W-W        (rn/2)!       A-/2'

fc=0fc3,•••,*..
p„=fc

fjn even

and setting

if an is odd,

(12) Ak3.kn =

and

(13)

1        i>n/2 + l/2)    .

*3! •••*«!       (»-n/2)!
if an is even

= -A.
a(P"2)/2

^P -      AP      ,p/2A2
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the integral takes the following form (owing to (8), (9), (12), (13)):

(i4) J{a) = \fr2 £ A*s,-*nús---tin-
k^,..-,kn

Problems of convergence will be studied in Section 4.

This form, however, is not yet the most convenient one for our purpose, which

is to prove the hypergeometric character of the series and to determine its region

of convergence. Some notational difficulties will arise, which we try to avoid by the

following conventions:

o Among the kj, we denote by k3 those for which j is an odd integer (of

course, when j is specified, as in k5, we simply write fc5).

Í 0   if j is an even integer,
o  £j■ = <

I. 1    if j is an odd integer.

o / = E(n/2) is the integer part of n/2 (it is also the number of odd mono-

mials in Pn(x)).

o A is the greatest even integer < I (X is just I - e¡).

o £ = {3,5,7,...,2/ + l}.

Ak3,...,kn is nonzero only when an is even (this is the case when all the kj are

even numbers, or when an even number of kj are odd). We can then split the

summation in (14) and obtain J(a) in a new form where the pj appear squared

when j is odd.

We set

n

an =^2(l + ej)jkj,
3=3

n

ßn = 1£(l + ej)(j-2)kj,

3=3

1
ln~ (2*3)!A4!-"[(1+£„)*»]!

(an and ßn are, respectively, an(kj —* 2kj) and T„(k3 —► 2kj); it is easy to see that

they are even integers), and we note that

o-n(kj -* 2kj + 1) = an + j,        Tn(kj -> 2k3 + 1) = ßn + j - 2.

Putting

(18) 4?-" = (nl)"*ßk4*(£)•* ■ • • (pn+£")k",

(15)

(16)

(17)
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we finally obtain

j^ = \t\   ZI  f"
I>„/2 + l/2)   fc3.„

**KtX ^12)1
-M3.n

+ „S. *""\,E„<*.- *.+
r(an+n+'2 4. I

2 '   2/ „fc3.n

IX      C<9n+ti+t2-4M    ^3,.'..,n

2

7n

^ +qUaoTu:pletS"lI'"/Íl4£„^+1)--(2^ + 1)

{ii,...,«4}6ß

x        l 2 +   2 i      fc3....,n
^/?n+»i+-+Í4-8y    ^3,...,n

{ii,...,iA}€£

pfOn+il + "-+tA      I      1\
1 V 2_Jl_22,,fc3.»

/gn+ti + -+iA-2AM   ^3,...,n

J(a) is the sum of 1 -I- C2 + Cf + ■ • ■ + C,A (n - 2)-tuple series in the variables

p¡, p4, p2,..., Pn+£n ■ (Ck are the binomial coefficients.)

We shall now show that these series are hypergeometric. A straightforward

generalization of Horn's definition (see [6, p. 223] and [14, p. 53]) states that a

series

(20) 2_,      ^mi,...,m„Xil • ■ ■ Xnn

m\ ,...,mn

is an n-tuple hypergeometric series if the quotients

(21) fj{m1,...,mn) = —-'--,        j e{l,...,n},
''mi ,...,m3,...,m„

are rational functions of the variables mi,...,m„.   The series is said to be ho-

mogeneous if numerator and denominator of fj have the same degree for every

3-
It is easy, though rather tedious, to see that for each series in Eq. (19), numerator

and denominator have the same degree: j/2 if j is an even integer, j if j is odd.

Thus, (19) is a sum of homogeneous (n — 2)-tuple hypergeometric series.

3. Particular Cases. Upon using the Pochhammer symbol

(22) E^L+*)=a(a + i)...(a + fc-i)s(a)fc
M«)

and the classical addition formula and Gauss's multiplication theorem [9]

(23) (a)k+i = (a)k(a + k)i,
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(24) (a)mk = mmk X
3=1 v

a + j-1

the coefficients in J(a) can be transformed to exhibit explicitly the hypergeometric

nature of the series, at least in some particular cases.

(1) Single superquadratic term Pn(x) — X2x2 + Xnxn [12], [4]:

13 n-1

(25)

J(a)
sfX~2

Vh

n/2-f?n/2-

,      , • • • ,
n n n

_2_4_ n-2

n-2'n-2''"'n-2
r 1     3 2n - 1

n^n—1

2n'2n''"'    2n

n-2   1
■yn

t-n-2'n-2''"'n-2'2

(n even),

(n odd).

where

(26) vn =
(n/2) n/2

"      ((n-2)/2)(»-2)/2
A<n =

2  VA

n/2
ü

n-2

(n-2)/2

and pFg is the Gaussian generalized hypergeometric series [6], [7], [14].

(2) Two even superquadratic terms Pn(x) = X2x2 + Xmxm + Xnxn (m,n even

integers):

J{a) - vô=

(27) / ,n/2^n/2-l

1 + mkm   3 + mkm n — 1 + mkn

2-r(m-2)km   4 + (m - 2)fcm n - 2 + (rn - 2)kr¡
\vn

n-2 n-2 n-2

(l/m)krn(3/m)krn---((m-l)/m)km i/*,"»

(2/(m - 2))fcm (4/(m - 2))tra • • • ((m - 2)/(m - 2))km km\

The structure of the series (27) shows that it is a formal generalization of Appell

series [6], [7], [14]. Note that in (27), because of the symmetry of an = mkm+nkn,

m and n having the same parity, we could exchange m and n and express J(a) as

a summation over the index kn with a "coefficient" m/2Fm/2-i[- • • (m <-» n); um\.

Although it might be possible, also in other cases, to show explicitly the hy-

pergeometric structure with pFq coefficients, the general form (19) is still useful,

especially in convergence problems. For two superquadratic terms, we have the

following simplest cases:

P4(x) = X2x2 + X3x3 + X4x4,

(28) J(a) = E L.r^+a. + Dfr.BSfr
A2 ft   {2k3)\k4\ (k3 + k4)\

K3,K4
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P5(x) = X2X2 + X3X3 + X-0X5,

1 T(3k3 + bk5 + ±)
0 = J^

(29)
k3,k5

(2k3)\(2k5)l      (k3 + 3k5)\
(f4)k3inî)ks

+ß3P-5  X]
^3,^5

(2fc3 + l)!(2fc5 + 1)!   (rc3 + 3fc5 + 2)

Ws+^ + î)^,^.

P6(x) = X2x2 + X4x4 + Xex6     (which is (27) with m = 4 and n = 6),

(30)       ^^¿afct^*.
Note that (29) is the simplest case where J(a) appears like a sum of multiple

hypergeometric series, the number of odd monomials in Pn(x) being larger than

one.

When the number of odd monomials in Pn(x) is less than or equal to one, the

summation reduces to a single hypergeometric series. Furthermore, every Xj which

is zero reduces the multiplicity of the series.

4. Convergence Problems. For Gaussian simple hypergeometric series, such

as (25), convergence is insured when \un\ < 1, but as soon as Pn(x) involves more

than one superquadratic term, we have to use Horn's theorem on convergence of

multiple hypergeometric series [6], [7] and its generalization [14]. This theorem

states that for general series like those occurring in (19), the associated radii of

convergence (numbers £,- e R+ such that the series converges when \xj\ < £,,

j'e {1,2,...,n}) lie in the "absolute space" (R+)" on a hypersurface (E). When

the series is homogeneous, (£) may be defined as the hypersurface whose parametric

equations are

(31) & =

with <f>j(mi,... ,mn) = lim

of homogeneity. (See Eq. (21).)

n-»oo 13

(¡>j(mi,...,mn)

fj(mir¡,...,mnr¡) being finite for every j because

i
6(0,0,1)

Figure 2
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Figure 2 shows (E) in the case of three superquadratic terms Xmxm, Xpxp and

Xnxn in Pn(x).

Computation of £j in the general case is quite tedious, but it can be shown that

every series occurring in (19) has the same (E) -hypersurface of convergence.

When there are only two superquadratic terms, (E) reduces to a curve in (R+)2,

which we specify in the particular cases (28), (29) and (30). (The case (29) was

already treated in [4].) The following table summarizes these results.

particular series

parametric equation

of the curve (Z)

region     of     convergence     (S)

in (¡t+)2.

(28)

converges when

(m3 ,|m4|)

is in (S)

(29)

converges when

(m3 > py

is in (S)
3125

108
0
fefc&*/27

(30)

converges when

<Ki ,Im6d

is in (S)

l,2t

V(2+3t)2

r      t(l + 2t)2

^ (2+3t)3

It is easy to show that if we use the "natural" hypergeometric argument vv

(defined in (26)) instead of pv in the (\vp\, |^9|)-plane (R+)2, (E) always joins the

extremities of the diagonal of the unit-square (or unit-hyperoctant in (R+)n_2).

As a final remark we add that, probably, the series (14) (or (19)) may often be

analytically continued, as is already the case for the simple example (25) when n is

even (see [12]; in this case, J(a) may be defined for pn (or un) —> —oo.

Appendix: The Elliptic Case. When Pn(x) involves a single superquadratic

term of degree 3, 4, or 6, we observed in the introduction that Eq.   (2) can be
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transformed into a complete elliptic integral and straightforwardly integrated [12],

[2], giving the following results (2^1(5, 5,1;&2] = %K(k) where K is the complete

elliptic integral of the first kind):

rß
(32) f-7-

Ja   va -

dx

X2x2 - A3X3        \ZX~2~

0f SX3\2 +

(l-k^ + k^SFxll^Uk2),

e±2n"
cos

fc2 =     Sm3
sin e+7T

,    cos6 = 1 - 2v3,

,     27 A?

(33)

Ja   va

dx

X2x2 — X4x4

" :(l-4fc2 + 4fc4)1/42F1

1   1

v/V

1 1

2'2
. 1. 1.2
.    -L .    A,

l >Aï(î + fj'Vi -    --1-Â-2
2'2'i''C

1  A2

if A4 > 0,

if A4 < 0,

/? = -a=^[(l-"4)1/2-l]1/2       if A4 > 0,

ß=-a
1    A
2V/=Ä

[1- (l-ív4)i/2]i/2     ifA4<0i

fc2 = Ih _ fl _ uA-l/2] /-2_1-(1-^4)1/2ft    -2[1       (1       Í/4J j, k    -1 + {1_i/4)1/a,

i/4 = -4-T2a;
Ai

(34)

dx

\/a - A2X2 - Xqx6

V%
1 - 16k2 + \&kAy/A2Fi '-'-Ik2

JL (1_ fc2 + fc4)l/42Fl
I   VA2

2'2'1,/C

if A6 > 0,

if A6 < 0,

1/2

Í ß = -a = {-L-^L(-„6)i/6[(i + th"^)1/3 + (1 - th"^)1/3] J        if A6 > 0,

ß=-a =
2     A2 6 - 2tt

: COS-

-,1/2

Veyf^K
if A6 < 0,

sh 0 = s/-ue,        cos 8 = -y/vë,

p _ sin2^   (1 -2fc2)(l + 32fc2 -32fc4) _ (1 - 2~k2)(l + fk2 - fk4)

sin2|    ' (1 - 16fc2 + 16fc4)3/2 (l-fc2 + fc4)3/2

27 A6  2
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(Formulae equivalent to (34) are given by Lakshmanan and Prabhakaran [11].

Equation (25) of the present paper gives much simpler results. The values of a

and ß in "hypergeometric form" are derived from formulae [12] obtained by the

Lagrange-Bürmann Theorem; see also [5].)

(35)

(36)

/VJa   va -

Ie—
Ja   \fa~-

dx

X2x2 - X3x3      \Aï
>.Fi

1  5      27A| "1
6'6;  ;TÄfaj

il
1 5 3 27A|

6'6'2'TÄI'

dx

X3a

A2

2    12  4  3  27A|

3'3;2'TÂ7

(37) rJa

X2x2 — X4x4

ß = -a =

dx

F,

v^2Fl

113
4'4;2!

,,i;_4T2a
1   3

4'4

v'a - X2x2 — XßX6      \fX~2~
1   1   5

-a=^bF2

1  5     _27Ag  2
6'6'  ' " '  l-,a

4 A3'

6'2'6.    27A6  o
3  5

2'4
4 A3'

(Identification of (35), (36), (37), respectively, with (32), (33), (34) is carried out in

[12], using transformation relations for Gaussian hypergeometric functions estab-

lished by Goursat [9]. Integrals (35) to (37) may also be identified with Legendre

functions [2].)

f0 dx
(38)

(39)

Í   ~r=
Ja   v'a -:    V'

r0

(40)

f-r-
Ja   va -

C-rJa   va

X2x2 - A3x3

dx

X2x2 - A4X4

dx

*   o        /\      27 A2   \
= 7^p-1/6v1_TÂ|aJ;

where /^(x) is the solution of Legendre's differential equation

,d2f df
(l-^)^-2^+^+l)/ = 0.

dx2 dx
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